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Defaced - Week 58
God's Coming Spiritual Revolution - Part 5
So how do spiritual longings retard the growth of Spiritual Desire? (continued)
Following on from last week, I know that most Pastors & Leaders maybe saying
'but that's nothing new'.
They would, from personal experience, understand very well that in the main
people don't want to know about the particular problems they as Ministers face
daily.
Specifically about the challenges of the work which can be very thankless
in many ways, as all True Ministry is.
To me the main difference I find is that should I be a Pastor for example,
everybody would know in general terms about what my life's work is.
For no one needs to have explained to them what generically a Pastor is
suppose to be or think to do.
Therefore the focus of any discussion would then revolve around how I am
fulfilling my role, not the nature of my position.
An area of more in-depth discussion then can open up as to where the Ministry is
currently at, its immediate needs, its hopes or indeed its Vision.
All of this being steps that can lead to providing avenues for the hearer to
possibly stand as an adherent, support spiritually or financially, give materially or
do supportive works for or even join the Ministry.
Being human, for most Christians any urge to serve can only turn into
active support if they can gain a satisfying 'basic understanding' of what
they may be led to support is doing or trying to achieve.
From there they look to be led Spiritually or Pastorally as to what traditional role
they feel or are offered to perform as support.
Therefore, unless all shared goes unrequited, a supportive group builds to
maintain the purpose of seeking growth in all areas of the life of a Church.
So what happens if God ignores our paradigms & none of these commonly
accepted parameters or perspectives of who, what & when is being met.
I will allow you to find your answer to that by asking another question.
What caused God's Chosen People, the Jews, to fail to recognise who Jesus the
Son of God was?
In my early days as a Christian, the Lord led me and/or my family with me to
Uganda four times in as many years.
Our brethren sensed that God was doing something very different in their midst
but could not find a place for it to fit comfortably into preconceived ideas or
personal perspectives.
So faithfully they stood at arm's length withholding deep support until it might
come to settle into a perspective they were comfortable with, which time was to
prove, they never did.
Their collective thoughts of my role were most probably leant toward
Missionary then Visionary in principle, but all failed them with the following
events of 1994.
In February of that year we completely uprooted from Australia in answer to God's
Call to virtually emigrate to Uganda with no plan to return & having all our future
superannuation released to enable the building of a new home there.
This journey was to be my fourth & my family's second to Uganda, apart from our
firstborn 15-year-old son who chose to forgo his second to pursue his desire of
joining the Australian Air Force.
As our new home reached its second ceiling level the unthinkable happened, a
situation I believe, certainly not one of God's Making but something He Allowed
to happen for reasons known only to Him.
After only five months, the Pastor who welcomed me into his home in 1990 with
our families genuinely becoming as one now 'chased us away'.
His ordering us to vacate his property & our new home still being built on it, now
left us with nowhere to go with our three children, the youngest being our then
eight-year-old daughter.
Note: Our Brother was to repent by mail some five years later & personally on reaccepting
us back into his home & family at the very beginning of our very next trip to Uganda in
1999.

After leaving our Brother's home in July 1994 the Lord opened the way to
continue by faith in Uganda & Permanent Visa's were being sought now by
others recommendations to enable us to remain legally.
Two months later in the midst of this & a bout of severe malaria striking the whole
family, God Called us home to be with our son.
The Lord laid on both our hearts that we needed to return as our son no
longer had the security of knowing where we were & in whose hands we might
be, or what we were now undergoing there.
It took a further two months to arrange the leaving of EIDO Uganda in the hands
of the seven young men from Eastern Uganda the Lord had sent & revealed to us
during our 1992 visit.
By faith, the required finances eventually came to hand & we returned to our son
in Australia.
We were immediately to see the Truth of why the Lord laid in our hearts for us to
return to him.
Our most significant trials were not faced in Uganda but on our return
home, not regarding Ugandans but rather our own peers.
The very night before we arrived back the Leaders who had stood to support our
son as Chairman of the EIDO Australia Ministry, took it upon themselves to
convene a hurried meeting.
There they washed their hands of any involvement & stepped away from EIDO,
cutting off any chance for us to officially defend ourselves to them.
Thereby preventing my family or me from ever being given a much-needed
debriefing or any genuine opportunity to continue to establish EIDO's reputation
amongst them, our peers.
Prejudged purely on the merits of the one letter from an unknown man with
decades of Ministry experience who had previously stood in 'unity' with us, our
family & Vision.
Being a Pastor, it only took one short communication to justify his action of
'chasing us away' which in turn brought forth a letter from my Pastor, well before I
had arrived back home & without any real knowledge of what went on,
apologising for my 'immature' actions in Uganda.
To such a level that they moved so quickly to cut themselves off without leaving
any provision for the sharing of our view of events much less any opportunity of
defending our actions.
My native peers had finally discovered a perspective or 'box' that would now fit
my supposed actions in Uganda & remove the thorn from their side.
It now fell into the very one they feared the most & thereby validated their past
reservedness of EIDO & thereby justifying their resistance to commit to any seen
level of true acceptance.
To them, I now became the new, inexperienced, overzealous, self-absorbed
dreamer who through displays of passion had drawn them reservedly by
association into an International incident.
Our then Pastor quickly arranged for us to meet & explain ourselves to the 'The
General' being the Founding Apostle of her affiliated denomination.
After an hour or so of discussion, he had no reservations about my actions under
the circumstances we had found in Uganda.
His one comment was that a 'seared conscience' possibly contributed greatly to
our once loving Brother's complete turnaround.
He further encouraged me to return home to Port Pirie & take up the helm of
EIDO again.
After settling back home, it soon became apparent that any of the forms of
supportiveness for EIDO previously given was now unspoken if not wholly
absent.
Eventually, our Pastor shared with us her view that we were still loved &
accepted personally but not EIDO, & my wife's reply was "EIDO is us."
It's always spiritually enriching in the Lord when visitors come with testimonies of
God causing them to step out in faith to do things that to most of us are not
personally comprehensible.
It's another thing altogether when it happens in our midst with people we know to
be as ordinary & real as we are.
It can become a true paradoxical challenge to believe God is actually in the midst
of something far outside the parameters of our well guarded personal perspective
of what we think God would possibly do or allow.
For then we subconsciously are forced to provide an argument to satisfy our mind
to ward off what our spirit's witness may be trying to show us.
For the witness of the Spirit that comes from without, witnesses to the Spirit
within, for it is the self-same One Spirit of God.
Such a witness of the Spirit can cause us without conscious realisation to step
back, or even back away entirely if we are not open to acceptance.
For it confronts our reasoning & thereby becomes a subconscious means of
protecting our firmly established perspectives of our comfort.
The first thing to go is active support of any kind, done in the perceived hope that
by deprivation of support you will somehow be forced back to conformity.
In the hope that learning maturity through obedience to the Church might bring
you away from your 'failed dream' & join the Church in where it is heading.
We can love the Lord, sing His Praises, even give freely of what we have & yet
deep within knowing the silent fear of what He might ask us to do or go through!
For those leaders nearest to us, their answer was to convince themselves that
they could continue to receive us in love but not EIDO.
That, in Truth, is like telling your Truly Called Pastor that you will love him but not
acknowledge the actual Calling of God upon his life.
Our brethren continued to love & honour us for who we were, however, EIDO was
now neither sanctioned, promoted or openly spoken of by Leadership the
Church.
Naturally because of this, all but a few have typically remained oblivious to its
continued outworking for 18 years now.
Most likely convinced you gave it away just as they have seen so many Church
programs do & due to the seeming 'non-conformity' one requires to hold on alone,
you remain somewhat 'puzzling' to them.
God working in such ways can quickly become a silent thorn in the side of many
Christians & Churches.
For the Truth is that over many Centuries the spirit of religiosity has
systematically engaged in the sanitisation of the Radical Jesus who walked
this earth.
"We were not called to be like our fellow Christians; we were called to be like
Christ and let the mind which was in Him also be in us!" Ap Latino quote.
He is the Head & we the Body of Christ, but are we 'thinking' like Him?
To be continued.

Love,
Mwesigwa
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There is such a thing called The Church Age or the Age of The Church. It began with the
Coming of Jesus & will end with the Coming of Christ. This period is a Spiritual
Movement more commonly known as The Latter Rain period. A Spiritual Movement
started it when Mary conceived Jesus & a Spiritual Movement will end it in accordance
to God’s Divine Purpose when Christ appears in the clouds to receive His Bride The
Church. Other Spiritual Movements have occurred in between bringing God’s Plan into
different levels of fulfillment such as the birthing of The Church, the Reformation &
Modern Pentecostalism. All serving God's Love to take The Church on a journey to full
maturity just as our love steers our children into their maturing. Every journey takes
steps. If I am to open my front gate I have to take many steps to get there but it is the
last step that reaches the goal. I believe from what I have come to know in serving God
in His EIDO Vision is that we are now moving through the threshold to the last step for
The Church Age. There is now a Spiritual Movement at hand that will be powerful
enough to draw in The Church to its Purposed End & EIDO is but one part of it.
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EIDO is .....
not just a Ministry or an Organisation,
it is part of an end time Spiritual Movement Of God

EIDO operates in a God Given geographical region
whilst Spiritually being part of an overall Movement of God
Destined to eventually cover The Church Worldwide.

EIDO was Spiritually assigned to an International Region comprising
the East African Community & the Mid North of South Australia.

This region, therefore, embraces the nations of Australia,
Uganda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya & Rwanda.

EIDO, therefore, is but one part of a Coming Worldwide Move Of God
destined to uplift the Body of Christ through its Specific Anointing
to a Conscious Awareness of God, His Kingdom & True Unity.

In accordance with His Divine Will & Purpose,
it is intentionally designed to shake the True Chruch
from its slumber, thereby releasing the shackles that have
previously kept such clarity bound.

Through it, God shall position the True Church into its rightful place,
thus enabling it TO SEE the dawning of His Bright Morning Star
& TO KNOW that in His Hands it is to be the beginning of
the final preparation of the Bride for Christ.

EIDO is a Ministry Birthed By God, but not a Ministry in the
form we have grown accustomed to.

It's Apostolic in its nature & a vessel carrying a Message of
God's Intent beating in & engendering from His Heart.

It is a Spiritual Movement.
An Impartation of Spiritual Power,
A Spiritual Shockwave
Sent out specifically designed
To engender an Awakening
A rapid escalation of deep desire
In the hearts of the Saints

It is part of A Reckoning, A Preparing, A Call To Arms,

The Final Assault.

It's the opening of the churches eyes to the Kingdom & its True Unity
& the Call God has placed on His Children to usher in
the Day Of His Son's Second Coming.

EIDO [a-doe] :

'TO SEE & TO KNOW'.
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